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Simulation and experimental research on remote field eddy

current technique for detecting defects in multi-layer plate

structure

Song Kai, Deng Rui, Fu Shaodong, Ge Huanhuan, Cui Ximing (corresponding author)

(1. Key Laboratory of Nondestructive Testing, Ministry of Education,

Nanchang Hangkong University, Nanchang, Jiangxi 330063, China)
Abstract: Multi-layer metal plate structure is an important load-bearing component of aircraft,
which has the characteristics of large thickness and complex structure. The structure is easy to
produce defects in service. Remote field eddy current technique (RFECT) can penetrate the tested
component with large thickness. RFECT has the ability of detecting hidden defects with large
buried depth. However, the traditional RFECT is limited by the structure of the sensor, which is
commonly used in the detection of pipeline defects. In this paper, a plane remote field eddy
current technique (PRFECT) sensor that adopts a new structure of coaxial placement of sensing
coil and excitation coil is designed by simulation software ANSYS. The new PRFECT sensor can
detect deeply buried defects in multi-layer plate structures with higher sensitivity. The influence
law of defect size and buried depth on detection signals are obtained by simulation. Both
simulation and test results prove the feasibility of the new structural PRFECT sensor for detecting
hidden defects in multi-layer plate structure.
Keywords: remote field eddy current; multi-layer plate; crack defect

0. Introduction
As the main component of the aircraft body, the multi-layer metal plate structure endures

tensile load, compression load, small secondary bending load in using[1]. Because the load
condition is complex, fatigue cracks are easy to occur due to excessive stress, the structure is
complex and concealed. The detection of hidden defects in the structure is a difficult point in the
field of aviation nondestructive testing. At present, ultrasonic testing, conventional eddy current
testing, ray testing, other testing technologies used in industrial production are applied to detect
cracks of the fuselage such as corrosion. Due to the low transmission rate of acoustic energy and
large attenuation of the acoustic wave in ultrasonic detection of multi-layer metal plates, there are
blind spots in detection defects; The ray testing is radioactive and has potential safety hazard,
which is not suitable for in-service equipment; Eddy current testing detects defects by measuring
the change of impedance in the probe coil, which has the advantages of no coupling and high
examination speed. However, the conventional eddy current testing technology is only suitable for
the detection of metal surface defects. The detection sensitivity of hidden defects in multi-layer
metal structures is low. Remote field eddy current testing technology is a non-destructive testing
method developed in recent years. It has the advantages of deep detection depth and high detection
efficiency. RFECT can find hidden defects inside and evaluate them quantitatively, which has
great theoretical research and engineering guiding significance for ensuring flight safety.

In the 1990s, Qu Minxing and Zhou Lianwen of Nanjing University of Aeronautics and
Astronautics in China made some remarkable research achievements in the mechanism of remote
field eddy current testing of a flat plate, simulation calculation of physical field and improvement



of remote field eddy current testing probe [2-3]. Professor Sun Yushi [4-9], a Chinese scholar studying
in the United States, pointed out that there are "Phase canyon" and "Phase node" in the magnetic
field lines. He pointed out that the phase of the detection signal jumps in the phase canyons, and
applied the remote field eddy current detection technology to the detection of multi-layer flat
structures of aircraft, successfully detecting the defects such as cracks and corrosion pits of
aircraft. In recent years, Professor Luo Feilu of the National University of Defense Technology
[10-12] has improved the sensitivity and accuracy of pipeline remote field eddy current sensor
system by optimizing sensor structure, improving signal conditioning circuit and digital signal
processing technology. Professor Huang Songling [13] of Tsinghua University has carried out a 3D
simulation of pipeline remote field eddy current detection. He studied the influence of geometric
size parameters (length, depth, width) of axial cracks on remote field eddy current detection
signals, which provided theoretical support for the design of remote field eddy current sensors.
Professor Sun Jinli of Naval Aviation Engineering College[14] applied low-frequency eddy current
detection technology to the corrosion defect detection of a certain aircraft wing panel the
three-layer aluminum alloy composite structure. A series of corrosion defects with different depths
are simulated, and the best working frequency for detecting the structure is found through
experiments, which has certain guiding significance for other aircraft multi-layer structure
detection. In 2012, Associate Professor Yang Binfeng of Air Force Engineering University[15]

optimized the structure of remote field eddy current sensor for ferromagnetic flat plate
components. He designed two sensor models based on cylindrical and rectangular structures.
Professor Yang analyzed the distribution of magnetic field induced by the two models in flat plate
components and compared their detection capabilities for different plate thicknesses. In 2013,
Chen Peihua [16] from Zhejiang University used electromagnetic numerical simulation technology
to analyze the variation characteristics of magnetic flux density in the direction where the
induction coil plays a major role in detecting signals in far-field eddy current testing when the
conductor plate has no defect or has a defect. He compared and analyzed the influence of defects
of different depths and apertures on the magnetic flux density of the induction coil.

In this paper, the multi-layer plate structure is taken as the detection object. Based on the
basic principle of RFECT, the finite element simulation technology is used to optimize the sensor.
The influence of crack defects of multi-layer plate structure on far-field eddy current signal is
studied in depth. The far-field eddy current sensor is designed and manufactured according to the
simulation results. Then the crack defect detection test of multi-layer flat plate structure is carried
out. The change rule of detection signals corresponding to different parameters of crack defects is
obtained by experiments, which lays a theoretical foundation for engineering detection of
multi-layer plate structures.

1. Principle of PRFECT for multi-layer plate structure

The pipeline remote field eddy current sensor consists of an excitation coil and a detection
coil. The coaxial through-type eddy current coil is placed on the inner wall of the pipeline. The
distance between them is 2~3 times the pipe diameter. One coil is supplied with low-frequency
alternating current as of the excitation coil in the pipeline. The other coil is used as the detection
coil to receive eddy current signals.



Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of RFECT for pipeline defect detection

The plane remote field eddy current directly places the sensor above the detected object,
which does not have the shielding effect of the pipeline, so it is necessary to improve the sensor.
As shown in Figure 2 and 3, it is a schematic diagram of the detection principle of the plane
remote field eddy current technique(cross section). The detection coil and the excitation coil are
placed coaxially. The detection coil is located in the effective detection area inside the excitation
coil. When the excitation coil is energized with low-frequency alternating current, eddy current is
induced around the excitation coil. The eddy current propagates along two paths. One is a direct
coupling path that is directly transmitted to the detection coil. The other is an indirect coupling
path that penetrates the flat plate twice. Because the direct coupling path is blocked due to the
existence of the shielding layer, the induced eddy current can only reach the detection coil through
the indirect coupling path. To better suppress the interference of direct coupling energy to the
detection coil, a balance coil is added above the detection coil. The balance coil and the detection
coil are reversely connected in the forward direction to reduce the magnetic field interference from
above the detection coil. The eddy current signal picked up by the detection coil has passed
through the tested component twice, carrying the inherent information of the tested component
and reflecting the defect information of the tested component.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of conventional PRFECT sensors



Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of loop-type PRFECT sensors

2. Simulation of PRFECT for the multi-layer plate structure
In this paper, the finite element simulation software ANSYS is used to establish the remote

field eddy current testing simulation model of the multi-layer plate structure. The specific
parameters are as follows: the tested component is a four-layer flat plate structure. Each layer is
3mm thick. The excitation coil and the detection coil are hollow cylindrical. The number of turns
of the excitation coil is 800 turns. The number of turns of the detection coil is 400 turns. The
remote field signal enhancement unit mainly consists of a magnetic circuit installed on the
excitation coil gathering and guiding the magnetic field propagation. In the simulation, ferrite with
high permeability is selected as the magnetic circuit. The shielding layer consists of aluminum,
copper, silicon steel and other composite materials.

2.1 Optimization design of PRFECT sensor

2.1.1 Influence of magnetic circuit and shielding layer on the magnetic field of PRFECT
To study the influence of magnetic circuits and shielding layers on the magnetic field, three

simulation models are established. Model 1 only has an excitation coil and detection coil. Model 2
adds a magnetic circuit to the excitation coil. Model 3 adds a composite shielding layer between
excitation coil and detection coil based on model 2, setting excitation frequency of 400Hz and
driving current of 100mA. The magnetic field distribution maps of different simulation models are
obtained by simulation. The results are shown in Figures 4 to 6.



(a) cloud map of magnetic field intensity distribution (b) vector diagram of magnetic field intensity distribution

Fig. 4 Magnetic field distribution diagram of model 1

(a) cloud map of magnetic field intensity distribution (b) vector diagram of magnetic field intensity distribution

Fig. 5 Magnetic field distribution diagram of model 2

(a) cloud map of magnetic field intensity distribution (b) vector diagram of magnetic field intensity distribution

Fig. 6 Magnetic field distribution diagram of model 3

As can be seen from Figure 4, when the excitation coil is used, the magnetic field intensity
above the component under test is higher than that below the component under test. After the
magnetic circuit is installed, the magnetic field above the component under test is concentrated
near the excitation coil. The indirect coupling magnetic field in the component under test is
strengthened, but there is still a strong direct coupling magnetic field above the component under
test. So only increasing the magnetic circuit can’t increase the remote field eddy current effect in
the component under test. It is necessary to add a shielding layer between the excitation coil and
the detection coil to suppress the direct coupling magnetic field. As can be seen from Figure 6,
after adding the shielding layer, the direct coupling magnetic field is effectively suppressed. At the
center of the excitation coil, the magnetic field under the tested component penetrates the tested
component twice upwards to reach the detection coil, forming the remote field eddy current effect.

In order to detect the defects in the tested component, a defect with a length of 15mm, a
width of 1mm, a depth of 4mm is established based on Model 3. The magnetic field intensity
distribution diagram of the model with defects under the combined action of the magnetic circuit
and shielding layer is obtained by simulation. From Figure 7, it can be seen that defects will
disturb the magnetic field distribution. So the detection of defects in the tested component can be
realized by extracting the change of magnetic field intensity.



(a) cloud map of magnetic field intensity distribution (b) vector diagram of magnetic field intensity distribution

Fig. 7 Distribution of magnetic field intensity of model with defects

2.1.2 Optimizing for balance coil turns of PRFECT sensor

In order to minimize the influence of the magnetic field directly coupled above the detection
coil on the detection coil, it is necessary to optimize the number of turns of the balance coil. A
defect with the length of 10mm, the width of 1mm and the depth of 1mm is established in the
fourth layer of the multi-layer flat plate structure. Then driving an excitation frequency of 400Hz
and an excitation current of 100mA on the coil. The number of turns of the balance coil change
between 100 and 400 turns. The simulation shows that the amplitude change of the detection
voltage is as shown in Figure 8 by scanning for the same defect.

Fig. 8 Variation of amplitude of detection signal with relative position

It can be seen from Figure 8 that there are two peaks in the amplitude of the detection voltage,
which is because the magnetic field generated by the sensor is centrally symmetric. The defect
will disturb the excitation magnetic field twice in the scanning process. With the increase of the
balance coil, the amplitude of the detection signal increases rapidly. When the number of turns of
the balance coil approaches the detection coil, the change of the peak value of the detection signal
tends to be smooth out. The influence of the magnetic field directly coupled above the detection



coil on the detection coil gradually decreases. Finally, the balance coil with 250 turns is selected
for the next research.
2.2 Defect detection of optimized PRFECT sensor

How to quantitatively evaluate the defects is a concern in the actual inspection. The
following is a study on the influence of defect size (length, width, buried depth) on the inspection
signal, which takes the multi-layer flat structure with defects as the research object.
2.2.1 Quantitative detection of defect depth with PRFECT

In order to quantitatively detect the depth of defects, three kinds of defects with different
depths were simulated and scanned. The length of defects is 10mm. The width is 1mm. The depths
are 1\2\3mm respectively. The defects were located in the fourth layer of the multi-layer flat
structure. The defects were scanned from two directions.

Sensor scanning in the direction of vertical defect. The detection results are shown in Figures
9. It can show that when the sensor passes through the defect. There are two peaks in the
amplitude and phase of the detection coil voltage. With the increase of the defect depth, the
influence of the defect on the magnetic field increases, so the peak size gradually increases.

(a） Change of virtual part of detection signal with relative position



（b） The change of detection signal phase with relative position

Fig. 9 The change of scanning in the direction of vertical defect
Sensor scanning in the direction of parallel defect length and the detection results are shown

in Figure 10. It can be seen that when the sensor passes through the defect. There are two peaks in
the amplitude and phase of the detection coil voltage. The peak size increases with the increase of
the defect depth.

（a） Change of virtual part of detection signal with relative position



（b） The change of detection signal phase with relative position

Fig. 10 The change of scanning in the direction of parallel defect
In order to compare the detection effect of different scanning directions on the defect depth

and extract the peak value of the detection signal, making a histogram of the change of imaginary
part and phase of the detection signal with the defect depth, as shown in Figure 11. By comparing
the changing trend of signal peak value in two scanning directions, it can be found that the change
amount of the detection signal in parallel defect scanning of the sensor is higher than that in
vertical defect scanning, which shows that different defect directions have a great influence on the
magnetic field distribution.

（a）Correspondence between imaginary part of defect signal and defect depth



（b） Correspondence between phase of defect signal and defect depth

Fig. 11 Correspondence between defect signal and defect depth

2.2.2 Influence of defect length on optimized PRFECT sensor
In order to quantitatively detect the length of defects, six kinds of defects with different

lengths were simulated to scan, with the width of 1mm, the depth of 3mm, the lengths of
4\8\12\16\20\24mm respectively. The defects were located on the lower surface of the fourth layer
of the multi-layer plate structure. The defects were scanned from two directions.

Sensor scanning in the vertical defect length direction. The detection results are shown in
Figures 12. It can be seen that when the defect length is less than 20mm. The imaginary part of the
detection coil voltage is two peaks. When the defect length is greater than 20mm, the imaginary
part of the detection voltage changes to a single peak. The peak value increases with the increase
of the defect length. The phase of the detection voltage is two peaks. The peak value increases
with the increase of the defect length.

（a） Change of virtual part of detection signal with relative position



（b） The change of detection signal phase with relative position

Fig. 12 The change of scanning in the direction of vertical defect
Sensor scanning in the parallel defect length direction. The detection results are shown in

Figure 13. It can be seen that when the sensor passes through the defect. There are two peaks in
the imaginary part and phase change of the detection voltage, which increase with the increase of
the defect length.

（a） Change of virtual part of detection signal with relative position



（b） The change of detection signal phase with relative position

Fig. 13 The change of scanning in the direction of parallel defect
Extracting the peak values of defect detection signals with different lengths. Making the

histogram of imaginary part and phase peak values of detection signals changing with the length
as shown in Figure 14. Similarly, it can be found that the signal variation of parallel defect
scanning of sensors is larger than that of vertical scanning. When parallel defect scanning of
sensors is carried out. When the defect length is less than 12mm, the imaginary part and phase
peak values of detection signals change rapidly with the increase of length. When the length is
greater than 12mm, the imaginary part and phase peak values of detection signals change slowly.
During vertical defect scanning, when defect length is less than 12mm, the imaginary part and
phase peak of the detection signal change smoothly with the length. And when the length is more
than 12mm, the imaginary part and phase peak of the detection signal changes rapidly.

（a） Correspondence diagram of virtual part and defect length of detection signal



（b） Correspondence diagram of phase and defect length of detection signal

Fig. 14 Correspondence between defect signal and defect depth

2.2.3 Evaluation of the depth of defects with optimized PRFECT sensor
In order to detect the buried depth of defects, three kinds of defects with different buried

depths were simulated, with the defect length of 10mm, the width of 1mm, the depth of 1mm, the
buried depth of 6\8\10mm respectively. The sensor scanned the defects parallel to the length
direction of defects. The detection results are shown in Figure 15. It can be seen that there are two
peaks in the imaginary part and phase of the detection voltage on both sides of the defect center.
The peak value decreases with the increasing depth of the defect.

（a） Change of virtual part of detection signal with relative position



（b） The change of detection signal phase with relative position

Fig. 15 The change of scanning in the direction of parallel defect

3. Experimental verification

In order to verify the detection effect of the sensor model on the defects of multi-layer plate
structure, the real sensor is made according to the simulation model. A test system is set up to
verify it (Figure 16). The test system includes a signal generator, power amplifier, low-frequency
preamplifier, filter, lock-in amplifier, computer. The signal generator generates a low-frequency
sinusoidal signal, which is amplified by a power amplifier. Then loaded into the excitation coil to
generate a low-frequency electromagnetic field. The detection coil picks up the induced signal,
which is amplified by a low-frequency preamplifier. Then filtered by a filter. The filtered signal is
processed and data collected by a lock-in amplifier and finally stored in a computer for analysis.

Fig. 16 Multi-layer flat structure defect test system
The built test system is used to detect the multi-layer flat plate structure with a thickness of

12mm. Artificial defects with a length of 20mm, a width of 0.5mm, a depth of 1mm are processed
on a 1mm thick aluminum plate. The aluminum plate with defects is placed at different levels to
simulate the defects with different buried depths. The detection results are shown in Figures 17. It
can be seen that when the sensor passes through the defects. The imaginary part and phase of the
detection coil voltage appear two peaks on both sides of the defect center. The peak value
decreases with increasing depth of the defect. By extracting the peak values of the imaginary part



and phase of the detection signal respectively, making a fitting curve of the peak values changing
with the buried depth of defects, the buried depth of defects can be quantitatively detected.

（a） Figure of virtual part of detection signal versus relative position

（b） The change of detection signal phase with relative position

Fig. 17 The change of scanning defect

4. Conclusion

In this paper, a PRFECT sensor structure with excitation coil and detection coil placed
coaxially is proposed. The function of the magnetic circuit and shielding layer is analyzed by
ANSYS. The influence law of both defect size and scanning directions on detection signals is
obtained by simulation. The new PRFECT is utilized for the quantitative detection of hidden
defects in multi-layer plate structure.
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